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**Level 3 Emergent Fiction**

- **Sleepy Little Caterpillar**
  - By Anne Giulieri
  - Illustrated by Martin Bailey
  - Mélanie Florian

- **The Fuzzy Caterpillar**
  - By Anne Giulieri
  - Illustrated by Gaston Vanzet

- **Baby Dinosaur Can Play**
  - By Jay Dale
  - Illustrated by Blagovesta Boneva

- **Dinosaur**
  - By Jay Dale
  - Illustrated by Blagovesta Boneva

- **Great Big Dinosaurs**
  - By Jacqueline East
  - Illustrated by Jay Dale

- **My Dinosaurs**
  - By Anne Giulieri
  - Illustrated by Alana Flaherty

- **Old Mother Hubbard**
  - By Anne Giulieri
  - Illustrated by Alana Flaherty

- **The Lost Sock**
  - By Jay Dale
  - Illustrated by Blagovesta Boneva

- **Min Monkey**
  - By Jay Dale
  - Illustrated by Blagovesta Boneva

- **Four Little Monkeys**
  - Four little monkeys
  - Sitting in a tree–
  - One fell down.
  - And there were three!

- **Mix a Pancake**
  - As a pancake;
  - Pop it in the pan;
  - Fry a pancake;
  - Toss a pancake;
  - Catch it if you can!

- **Surprise Pancakes for Mom**
  - Mix a pancake;
  - Set a pancake;
  - Batter me a cake, as fast as you can;
  - Put it and pack it and mark it with “B”;
  - And put it in the oven for baby and me.

- **Just Like Me**
  - I went up one flight of stairs,
  - Just like me.
  - I went up two flights of stairs,
  - Just like me.
  - I went into a room,
  - Just like me.
  - I held out of a window,
  - Just like me.
  - I saw a monkey.

- **Lea is Hungry**
  - By Jay Dale
  - Illustrated by Blagovesta Boneva

- **Hug Sandwich**
  - My Big Sandwich
  - Illustrated by Jay Dale

- **Shopping for Socks**
  - By Jay Dale
  - Illustrated by Blagovesta Boneva

- **Black Socks**
  - Black socks, they never get dirty–
  - The longer you wear them
  - The blacker they get.
  - And put it in the oven for baby and me.
Big cats can be scary!

I'm Only a Cat
I'm only a cat,
and I stay in my place ... 
up there on your chair,
on your bed or your face!

The Cat Song
I see a cat.
The cat sees me.
I like that cat.
The cat likes me.

Captain Ross and the Old Sea Ferry
Here she comes around the turn—
'Toot, toot, toot, toot, toot!'—
Loaded down from bow to stern—
'Toot, toot, toot, toot, toot!'—
"Where's she come from?"
"I don't know."
"Where's she going?"
"She's going abroad today!"
Mrs says "OK."

The School Bus
Loved by teacher, dad and mum,
I'm a school bus, hear me hum,
Yellow and safe and totally cool,
Every morning, off to school.
Route to follow, hills to climb,
School bus has to be on time,
Come on, children, step aboard!

Our Baby
I have 10 little fingers
and 10 little toes,
2 little arms,
and 2 little ears,
2 little eyes,
pieces and parts,
hand, foot,

Growing Up
You Grow Up, Too
Look at the babies.
Chubby and small,
Rolling on tummies,
Learning to crawl.

The Lady with the Crocodile Purse
Was Lucy had a baby.
Her name was Tiny Tim.
She put him in the bathtub
To see if he could swim.
But found he couldn't cope.

Smiling is infectious,
You catch it like the flu.
When someone smiled at me today,
I smiled too.
I passed around the corner
and someone saw my grin.
When he smiled, I realized
and passed it on to him.

Bloop, Bloop

Bloop, bloop went the little green frog one day,
Bloop, bloop went the little green frog.
Bloop, bloop went the little green frog one day,
And they all went bloop, bloop, bloop.
But!
We all know frogs go,
(clap) Lah-dee-dah-dee-dah!
(clap) Lah-dee-dah-dee-dah!
We all know frogs go,
(clap) Lah-dee-dah-dee-dah!
They don’t go bloop, bloop, bloop.